
1. 2.1 postulate: through any two points, there is...: exactly
one line

2. 2.2 postulate: through any three points not on the same
line, there is...: exactly one plane.

3. 2.3 postulate: a line contains at least...: two points

4. 2.4 postulate: a plane contains at least... ...not on the
same line: three points

5. 2.5 postulate:if two points lie in a pane, then the... ...lies
in that plane: entire line containing those points

6. 2.6 postulate: if two lines intersect then their
intersection is...: exactly one point

7. 2.7 postulate: if two planes intersect then their
intersection is...: a line.

8. theorem is...: a statement or conjecture that has been proven to
be true

9. proof is...: a logical argument in which each statement you make
is supported by a statement that is accepted as true.

10. pragraph or informal proof is...: write a paragraph to
explain why a conjecture for a given situation is true

11. midpoint theorem: if M is the midpoint of segment AB
then...: segment AB is congruent to segment MB

12. reflexive property (algebraic): for every number a, a=a

13. symmetric property (algebraic): for all numbers a and b if
a=b then b=a

14. transitive property (algebraic): for all numbers a, b, c, if
a=b and b=c then a=c

15. addition and subtraction properties (algebraic): for all
numbers a,b,and c, if a=b then a+c=b+c and a-c= b-c

16. multiplication and division properties (algebraic): for
all numbers a,b,and c if a=b then a x c = b x c and if c doesnt
equal 0 then a/c= b/c

17. substitution property (algebraic): for all numbers a and b
then a may be replaced by b in any equation or expression

18. distributive property (algebraic): for all numbers a,b, ad c
a(b+c)= ab + ac

19. deductive argument is...: a group of algebraic steps used to
solve problems

20. two column proof or formal proof is...: contains statements
and reasons organized in two columns

21. 2.8 postulate: the points on any line or line segment can
be paired with real numbers so that, given any two
points A and B on a line, A corresponds to zero, and...: B
corresponds to a positive real number

22. 2.9 postulate: if B is between A and C then...: B is between
A and C

23. reflexive property: segment AB is congruent to...:
segment AB

24. symmetric property: if segment AB if congruent to CD
then...: CD is congruent to segment AB

25. transitive property: if segment AB is congruent to
segment CD and segment CD is congruent to segment EF
then...: AB is congruent to segment EF

26. 2.11 postulate: if R is in the interior of angle PQS then the
measure of angle PQR and the measure of angle RQS
equals the measure of...: angle PQS

27. 2.3 supplement theorem: if two angles form a linear pair
then...: they are supplementary angles

28. 2.4 complement theorem: if the noncommon sides of two
adjacent angles form a right angle then...: the angles are
complementary angles

29. therem 2.5 reflexive: angle 1 is congruent to...: angle 1

30. theorem symmetric: if angle 1 is congruent to angle 2
then...: angle 2 is congruent to angle 1

31. transitive property: if angle 1 is congruent to angle two
and angle two is congruent to angle three then...: angle
one is congruent to angle three

32. 2.6 theorem: angles supplementary to the same angle or
to congruent angles are...: congruent

33. 2.7 theorem: angles complementary to the same angle or
to congruent angles are...: congruent

34. 2.8 theorem: if two angles are vertical angles, then they
are...: congruent

35. 2.9 theorem: perpendicular lines intersect to form...:
four right angles

36. 2.10 theorem: all right angles are ...: congruent

37. 2.11 theorem: perpendicular lines form __________
adjacent angles: congruent

38. 2.12 theorem: if two angles are congruent and
supplementary then each angle is...: a right angle

39. 2.13 theorem: if two congruent angles form a linear pair
then they are...: right angles
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